
INTERVENTIONS FOR INAPPROPRIATE SEXUAL  

BEHAVIOURS 

Puberty is when a boy or girl becomes sexual mature 

and occurs around 11-12 years of age (on average). 

During this time the body changes in a variety of ways, 

pubic hair begins to grow, breasts develop in girls, facial 

hair begins to grow on boys, genitals develop, and teen-

agers may begin to sweat more or get spots or acne. 

With neurotypical children and teenagers, this can be a 

confusing and difficult time, although they will learn 

about puberty and appropriate behaviours through 

peers, family, society and the education system. For 

children and teenagers who have developmental delays  

(DD) or learning disabilities (LD), this phase can be a 

challenge, because this population, as Davis et al (2016) 

state, “often have decreased social opportunities with 

peers and generally require explicit instruction to ac-

quire appropriate behavior”.  

During this phase behavioural changes may be ob-

served; due to hormonal changes, moods can change or 

be less predictable. In addition, novel behaviours, that  

are sexually inappropriate may emerge. This can in-

clude inappropriately touching of self or others, or inap-

propriate interactions with others that are deemed so-

cially inappropriate (hugging or kissing someone less 

familiar, or flirting 

with someone in-

appropriately). 

These Inappropri-

ate Sexual Behav-

iours (ISB) are ob-

served it is im-

portant to assess the function of the behaviour 

through a functional analysis or functional assessment. 

A functional Analysis involves assessing how frequent 

the behaviour occurs under different manipulations of 

the environment (Iwata et al, 1982). These manipula-

tions would represent each of the four main functions 

(escape/avoidant, access to tangibles, access to atten-

tion or sensory). Functional assessments can include 

interviews, observations or ABC (Antecedent, Behav-

iour, Consequence) data* collection. It is important to 

ensure that you are clear on the function of any ISB 

before you develop a successful Behavioural Interven-

tion.  

Applied Behaviour Analysis (ABA) offers many interven-

tion possibilities depending on the function that could 

be effective for reducing ISB, including antecedent ma-

nipulations, differential or non-contingent reinforce-

ment or extinction. Researchers have already begun 

exploring how successful some of these interventions 

suit reducing ISB. O’Reilly et al, (2006) and Hagopian et 

al (2002) explored manipulation of abolishing opera-

tions.  O’Reilly et al, (2006) conducted a Functional as-

sessment with a 20 year old male who engaged in self-

touching to access attention. The researchers delivered 

pre-session attention, and effectively reduced the fre-

quency of ISB during the sessions. Hagopian et al 

(2002) used non-contingent reinforcement NCR with a 

14 year old participant who engaged in a variety of ISB, 

to access attention. The researchers developed an in-

tervention that included NCR on a fixed interval of 5 

minutes, Differential Reinforcement of Alternative Be-

haviours (DRA) for asking for attention appropriately 

and time out upon the occurrence of ISB. This interven-

tion was successful and Davis et al state that the “ISB 

was almost entirely eliminated”.  

ISB may function to escape demands. Sprague and 

Horner (1992) explored this with a 12-year-old girl who 

lifted her t-shirt to gain access to assistance with work 

(escape from demands). By using an antecedent proce-

dure and manipulating task difficulty by providing an 

adult model prior to the task, helped reduce the ISB. 

These results did not completely eliminate ISB, but this 
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NATURAL ENVIRONMENT TEACHING (NET) IDEA 

Small world animals are a great NET idea. This activity 

offers many opportunities for receptive and expressive 

language. This can be used to expand and develop im-

aginative play too by including a script or storyline (use 

movies to inspire you, like Madagascar or the Jungle 

book, (independent play 6e, 10a, 11M)). Many opportu-

nities for manding, including asking for objects or ani-

mals (mand 1-5M), using verbs (mand 7M, 13f, 13M), 

prepositions (mand 13e, 13M) and adjectives (mand 9d, 

10c, 13d, 13M) when requesting different things, for 

example “Can I have the brown cow?”, or “Put the duck 

on the pond”. This activity offers opportunities to gen-

eralise or teach simple tacts and receptive targets, for 

instance common objects (tact  5M. Receptive, 5M), 

animals (tact 6M, 7M. Receptive, 6M, 7M), or colours 

(tact 10d. Receptive, 10b, 11c). For more advanced 

learners you can generalise or teach adjectives (tact, 

13c, 13d, 13M. Receptive, 12c), prepositions (tact 12d, 

12M. Receptive, 11d, 12M), verbs (tact 8M, 10a, 10M. 

Receptive, 8M,)/adverbs (tact 13e. Receptive, 12f) and 

these combined with prepositions, for instance asking 

your client “Where is the sheep?” and them responding 

“in the shed” for a preposition target, or “What do you 

see here?” and them responding “the sheep in the 

shed” would be a noun-preposition combination (tact, 

9M), or a response of “the sheep eating in the shed” 

would be a noun-verb-preposition combination (tact 

14b, 14c, 14d, 14e. Receptive 13b, 13c, 14a, 14b). This 

activity also offers opportunities for many intraverbals, 

including simple intraverbals including “Old MacDonald 

had a …. [farm]” (IV* 6c), or “Horse says … [neigh]” (IV* 

6a). These can also be transferred into echoic targets, 

for example “say baa” or receptive targets, for exam-

ple, “which animal says woof” (LRFCC**, 6a). In addi-

tion, you can discuss features (for instance, legs or 

wings), functions (ride, fly, etc.) or classifications 

(animals, birds, etc), as labels (tact 12c), receptive 

(LRFCC**, 7M, 8a,-8M) or intraverbal targets (IV*, 6M, 

10d, 10f, 10M, 12d). 

Preceding skills reference to the VB-

MAPP Assessment tool: 

 Sundberg, M. L. (2008) Verbal Behavior 

Milestones Assessment and Placement 

Program: The VB-MAPP. Concord, CA: 

AVB Press.  

*IV: Intraverbal. **LRFFC: Listener re-

sponding by function, feature, and class.  

procedure was more success-

ful than two other procedures 

it was compared to 

(contingent assisting and con-

tingent assisting and block-

ing).  

Another possible function of 

ISB is automatic reinforce-

ment (sensory). Dozier et al 

(2011) applied an extinction procedure to a adult males 

ISB, which involved thrusting his pelvis against the floor 

near another person’s feet. Extinction involves remov-

ing the reinforcement so these researchers placed an 

athletic protector in front of his clothing to block feed-

back from the thrusting. This procedure was not suc-

cessful, as the participant engaged in a higher frequen-

cy and intensity of the ISB. The researchers adapted the 

intervention so it involved response interruption and 

time out. This procedure eliminated ISB. 

ABA can offer an intervention that can help reduce ISB 

in people with DD or LD. It is important that you con-

duct a Functional Assessment and choose an interven-

tion package that suits your client. A BCBA or a BCaBA 

can help you conduct an assessment and develop an 

appropriate behavioural intervention. 

*Downloadable ABC data sheet available from Carbone Clinic web-

site - resources section. 
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Next month we’re looking at Preference Assessments, 

so be sure to subscribe so you receive the next ex-

citing edition.  

Please contact me via email with feedback or to sub-

scribe (simply include ‘SUBSCRIBE’ in the subject or 

message) to busyanalyticalbee@gmail.com and please 

check out the Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest Page, 

and website.  

STUDY TIPS 

It is important to continue developing your knowledge 

after you have obtained your certification. It is im-

portant to be up to date with current research, so be 

sure to use the resources on the BACB website. First 

log in to your account, then click on resources selection 

and use either ProQuest or Wiley. This service is availa-

ble to all certificants. Alternatively you can use google 

scholar to find great research papers, although you 

may need to pay or subscribe to access some papers 

through google search engines.   

TERMINOLOGY 

This month we are looking at the three term contingen-

cy; Antecedent, Behaviour and Consequence (ABC) 

Antecedent: a stimulus or environmental event that 

occurs before the behaviour 

Behaviour: A measurable observable response.  

Consequence: A stimulus or environmental event that 

occurs after the behaviour; increasing (reinforcement) 

or reducing (punishment) the future probability of the 

behaviour. 

PRODUCTS 

This month there the wish list of fantastic toys and ac-

tivities to use over the summer months. These toys and 

activities are fun and offer learning opportunities, in-

cluding building motor control and hand-eye co-

ordination and also many language opportunities 

(across the verbal operants). Have fun!! 

PEOPLE WHO INSPIRE US 

This month we are celebrating the career of  Gerald L. 

Shook. Shook is most famous for founding the Behav-

iour Analyst Certification Board (BACB). Gerald L. Shook 

was born in 1948 and later began working within the 

field of Applied Behaviour Analysis. Shook worked for 

Florida State Government, but dreamed of creating an 

International Board that would offer certifications and 

help ensure that people received good, quality care 

from Behaviour Analysts. In 1998, he began working on 

BACB. Shook’s wife, BJ Quinn, said about her husband, 

“For decades, Jerry travelled tirelessly to states, other 

countries, and universities, educating governments and 

teaching institutions on the BACB requirements, and 

certification in general. He never complained about the 

rigors of the road; he simply knew what he had to do, 

and never gave up.”. Gerald Shook passed away in No-

vember 2011, after a battle with cancer. 

Celiberti, D., Carr, J., Buchanan, S., Bechner, L., Ross, B., 

Weiss, M., Maurice, C., Favell, J., Quinn, B., & Pritchard, J. 

(2011). Thank You: A series of tributes to Dr. Jerry 

Shook. Science in Autism Treatment, 8(4), 1-7.  

EVENTS 

Ambitious About Autism run regular workshops for 

parents and professionals. They cover a wide variety of 

topics, including Autism, ABA and about other issues 

including exclusion, discrimination, etc.. To find out 

more, visit their website. 

Association of Behavior Analysis International (ABAI) is 

happening on the 14th-15th November 2017, in Paris, 

France. This is the Ninth International Conference. For 

more information and to book your place click here. 

The cost is $700 (£559.64 approximately). 

Keys for Learning are hosting a workshop with Bobby 

Newman on Monday 25th September in Edinburgh. It 

costs £135 for professionals (after early bird) to attend 

and you can book your place through the website. 

The Applied Behaviour Analysis Forum (ABAF) hold reg-

ular meetings for their members. For more information 

go to their website, or email Nick Barratt on to join the 

mailing list. 

If you want to develop your knowledge in your own 

time, then check out Florida Institute of Technology 

(FIT) for a wide range of courses (costs vary). Continu-

ing Education (CE) Units available on many courses. 
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